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Introduction

awud Walid, assistant imam of Masjid Wali Muhammad in Detroit,
currently serves as Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)Michigan’s Executive Director.1 CAIR IRS filings show Walid has held
this title with CAIR-Michigan since at least 2005.2
As a CAIR representative, Walid has staunchly defended the organization against
allegations that its founding members were tied to Hamas, criticizing the
government for naming it an unindicted co-conspirator in a Hamas financing
trial and the FBI for ending formal relationships with CAIR. Additionally,
Walid has argued that Hamas should be brought into Middle East peace talks.
In response to FBI raids, arrests and prosecutions, Walid has repeatedly responded with virulent comments
alleging FBI misconduct. The best example of Walid’s FBI criticism is the case of Luqman Abdullah, a
Detroit imam who was shot and killed by FBI agents after resisting arrest and firing off three shots at an FBI
dog in the direction of agents. Walid led a year-long campaign to cast the shooting as excessive and unjust,
but three separate reviews found no wrongdoing whatsoever.

W

The Islamic Resistance Movement (HAMAS)

alid’s organization, CAIR, was listed as
1
an unindicted co-conspirator in the Holy2
Land Foundation (HLF) Hamas financing
trial.3 The co-conspirator designation, which CAIR
unsuccessfully challenged, was based upon exhibits in
evidence placing CAIR and its founders in a Hamassupport network in America.4
1. “Staff Bios: Dawud Walid,” CAIR-Michigan, http://www.cairmichigan.org/about_us/staff_bios/ (Accessed October 11, 2010).
; “Short bio on Dawud Walid,” Walid Wordpress Blog, January 3,
2008, http://dawudwalid.wordpress.com/2008/01/03/bio/ (Accessed October 11, 2010).
2. CAIR-Michigan, Form 990s, (2005-2008). ; “Staff Bios:
Dawud Walid,” CAIR-Michigan, http://www.cairmichigan.org/
about_us/staff_bios/ (Accessed October 11, 2010).
3. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, et al.,
3:04-CR-240-G,”List of Unindicted Co-Conspirators and/or
Joint Venturers: Attachment A,”(N.D. Tx. 2007).
4. “CAIR has been identified by the Government at trial as a
participant in an ongoing and ultimately unlawful conspiracy to
support a designated terrorist organization, a conspiracy from
which CAIR never withdrew.” U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for
Relief and Development, et al., 3:04-CR-240-G, “Government’s
Memorandum in Opposition to Council on American-Islamic

On Detroit Public Radio Walid condemned the
listing as “the smearing of Americans as unindicted
co-conspirators, where the government doesn’t have
enough evidence to indict or charge anyone but
then once the smear people in place like a shadow of
suspicion on Muslim organizations and law abiding
American citizens.” 5
Walid said that he had contacted Congressman
John Conyers, “in regards to the DOJ under Alberto
Gonzales basically smearing Muslim organizations and
individuals in regards to an investigation and later trial
against a charity called Holy Land Foundation that was
held in Texas. And in regards to the labeling of UCC—
or unindicted co-conspirator—in the situation.”6
Relations’ Motion for Leave to file a Brief Amicus Curiae Instanter
and Amicus Brief in Support of the Unindicted Co-Conspirators’
First and Fifth Amendment Rights,” pg.15 (N.D. Tx. 2007).
5. Dawud Walid, Detroit Public Radio, Detroit Today, 101.9
WEET, March 23, 2009.
6. Dawud Walid, Detroit Public Radio, Detroit Today, 101.9
WEET, March 23, 2009.
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to develop strategies to oppose U.S.-led peace
efforts between Israel and Palestinians
and to grow the already present support
network for Hamas in the U.S.11
Two of the attendees, Omar Ahmad
and Nihad Awad, would go on to found
CAIR. Additionally, Ahmad and Awad
were listed on a Palestine Committee
list of “important phone and fax numbers”
admitted into evidence in the trial.12

HLF and five of its executives were convicted
on all counts for funneling money to
Hamas in November 2008.7 Appeals
in the case are pending.

Earlier that year, the FBI
suspended formal relationships
with CAIR, citing evidence
from the HLF trial “that
demonstrated a relationship among
CAIR, individual CAIR founders
(including its current President Emeritus
Walid, in trying to distance the meeting, and thus the
and its Executive Director) and the Palestine
CAIR officials, from Hamas claimed that:
Committee.”8 The Palestine Committee, as revealed
“Hamas was never mentioned in this 1993
in internal memos and documents, was created by
meeting by name according to the
the Muslim Brotherhood with “a designed purpose to
government.” 13
support Hamas.”9 Walid posted his thoughts on why
the FBI made this decision on his blog:
Yet, government transcripts from this meeting show
attendees mentioning Hamas several times, though,
“[T]he FBI during the Bush administration
as instructed, they often used a coded reference to
scaled back cooperation for public relations
purposes driven by politics, not tangible
“Samah,” or Hamas spelled backward instead. As Holy
proof of criminal wrong doing.”10
Land Foundation CEO Shukri Abu Baker advised:

Walid later erred in his defense of his organization
“Please don’t mention the name Samah in
an explicit manner. We agree on saying it as
in light of the FBI’s move. Discussing the history of
‘sister Samah.’”14
the organization before his involvement, he wrote
about a 1993 conference in Philadelphia that was
wiretapped by the FBI. The meeting, as transcripts When an unidentified speaker used the word Hamas, Baker
reveal, was attended by Hamas supporters hoping quickly interjected, “Didn’t we say not to mention that term.”
The man corrected himself, “Is it against the Movement…”15
7. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, et al.,
3:04-CR-240-G, “Jury Verdict,” (N.D. Tx. November 24, 2008).
8. Letter to Senator Jon Kyl from Richard C. Powers, Assistant
Director, Office of Congressional Affairs, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, April 28, 2009.; Letter to Muslim Community
Outreach Program (MCOP) Invitees, from James E. Finch, Special Agent in Charge, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Oklahoma
City Field Office, October 8, 2008.
9. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
3:04-CR-240-G, “Superseding Indictment,” (N.D. Tx., July 26,
2004) pg.6.
10. Dawud Walid, “Simply Translation of Off the Record FBI
Statements,” April 27, 2009, http://dawudwalid.wordpress.
com/2009/04/27/simply-translation-of-off-the-record-statements/ (Accessed July 8, 2009).

11. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 6,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 1.
12. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Ashqar Search 1,” (N.D. Tx. September
25, 2008), pg. 4.
13. Dawud Walid, “Simply Translation of Off the Record FBI
Statements,” April 27, 2009, http://dawudwalid.wordpress.
com/2009/04/27/simply-translation-of-off-the-record-statements/ (Accessed July 8, 2009).
14. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 3E,” (N.D. Tx.
September 29, 2008), pg. 3.
15. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
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Another speaker joked about the use of the code documents as a component in the Palestine Committee: 20
word “Samah.” The unidentified speaker says, “What
“In regards to the media field…er, this
Movement?” Another participant, identified by the
form of activism seeks to make the tools of
government as Gawad, answers, “Hamas…., the Samah
the Islamic Association for Palestine such
16
Movement [laughter]. I mean Samah.”
as Al Zaytouna and the Muslim World
Monitor ….the main and popular source of
information about Palestine.”21

Walid’s blog post also took issue with allegations from
CAIR opponents that the 1993 meeting was evidence
that “CAIR was established to be a front group for Ahmad described a similar goal for political activism
Hamas.”17 Walid made no effort to address comments and public relations, which he said was to:
made by future CAIR leaders at the meeting expressing
the need for a new organization and their desires to
“make the position of the [Islamic]
spread the Hamas viewpoint in the U.S.
Association [for Palestine] in regards of
issues relating to Palestine the adopted

Future CAIR co-founder and current executive
position.” 22
director18 Nihad Awad talked about spreading Hamas’
viewpoint when asked what he wanted out of his Ahmad pointed out during the meeting that there was
proposed media campaign:
a need for an “an organization which conducts research
for us on how to address the American society, how to
“If there is a political issue, a Samah’s
deal with the U.S. organizations.”23 Ahmed added that
(Hamas) input, for instance, about this
“the existing organizations…do not negate the need
or that, we inform people to contact their
for research or a research center which we direct for
representatives, I mean the …UI and others,
activism in America.” 24
print circulations and send them to them. I
have a long list of circulations which I didn’t
mention.”19

Future CAIR co-founder Omar Ahmad talked about
media support for the Islamic Association for Palestine
(IAP), a Hamas propaganda arm identified in court
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 3E,” (N.D. Tx.
September 29, 2008), pg. 3.
16. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 4,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 10.
17. Dawud Walid, “Simply Translation of Off the Record FBI
Statements,” April 27, 2009, http://dawudwalid.wordpress.
com/2009/04/27/simply-translation-of-off-the-record-statements/ (Accessed July 8, 2009).
18. “Nihad Awad,” CAIR National Board and Staff, http://www.
cair.com/AboutUs/CAIRNationalBoardandStaff.aspx#Nihad_
Awad (Accessed October 13, 2010).
19. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 16E,” (N.D. Tx.
September 29, 2008), pg. 2.

When other group members worried about getting the
new organization registered, Ahmad said:
“Registering an organization is easy. I can
register 100 organizations in 100 cities
20. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation, 3:04-CR-240-G, “Government Exhibit Elbarasse Search 13”(N.D. Tx. 9/25/2008) pg. 7.;
U.S. vs. Mousa Abu Marzook, 03 CR 978 “Second Superseding
Indictment,” (N.D. Tx. August 19, 2004) pg. 7.
21. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 4,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 14.
22. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 4,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 15.
23. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 4E,” (N.D. Tx.
September 29, 2008), pg. 2.
24. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 4E,” (N.D. Tx.
September 29, 2008), pg. 2.
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in one day. Registration is not important.
Here in America you begin working first
and then you then go register. It is not a
problem here.”25

In the same blog discussing the 1993 Philadelphia
meeting, Walid pointed out that the meeting took place
two years before Hamas’ official U.S. designation as a
terrorist organization. 30 Though true, Walid leaves out
the fact that conference attendees knew their support for
Less than a year after making these comments, Awad and
Hamas was problematic, even before the designation.
Ahmad signed off on CAIR’s Articles of Incorporation,
Baker even warned those attending of a then proposed
becoming two of CAIR’s founders. 26
U.S. law to make Hamas support illegal:
In testimony during the HLF trial, FBI Agent Lara
Burns said that result of some of the discussion during
the meeting was the formation of CAIR. Burns was read
a portion of the FBI transcripts from the Philadelphia
Meeting:
“So, our brother had a suggestion to form
an organization—the format he suggested
was somewhat controversial, I didn’t discuss
it with him, but I believe its concept is
sound—that we should start right now, my
brothers, begin thinking about establishing
alternative organizations which can benefit
from a new atmosphere, ones whose Islamic
hue is not very conspicuous.”27

“Samah..., Samah is classified as a terrorist
[organization]. By constitution, by law, if I
wanted to adopt its work, they kick me
out, they kick me out of this country, my
brother. By God, they would take away my
U.S. citizenship and tell me ‘Go away’. I’m
telling you ...”31

At another point during the meeting Baker commented:
“The other issue…, not necessarily now, the
other issue my brother is the legality and
security situation.” 32

“No doubt, there will be legal obstacles,”33 he added.

Burns was then asked by federal prosecutor Barry Jonas
One man, identified in FBI transcripts as Gawad,
if “the organization that was started as a result of that
echoed Shukri Abu Baker’s concern:
was CAIR, C-A-I-R?” 28
“You must formulate the position of the
Palestinians and the Muslims here in
America to support the resistance. Work
must be in that direction. Ok. That’s a
problem by itself. In the same time, not

Burns replied, “That was an organization that was created
after the Philadelphia meeting as a result of this.” 29

25. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, “Government
Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 7,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 5.
26. Articles of Incorporation, Council on American-Islamic Relations, September 15, 1994.
27. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 5E,” (N.D. Tx.
September 29, 2008), pg. 5.
28. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation, 3:04-CR-240-G, “Redirect
Examination of Lara Burns by Barry Jonas,” (N.D. Tx. October
7, 2008).
29. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation, 3:04-CR-240-G, “Redirect
Examination of Lara Burns by Barry Jonas,” (N.D. Tx. October
7, 2008).

30. Dawud Walid, “Simply Translation of Off the Record FBI Statements,” April 27, 2009, http://dawudwalid.wordpress.com/2009/04/27/
simply-translation-of-off-the-record-statements/ (Accessed July 8, 2009).
31. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 5,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 15.
32. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 6,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 8.
33. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 6,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 8.
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At the rally, Walid continued talking about Hamas:

falling under the accusations of terrorism
and those who harbor terrorism…”34

“Whether you agree with their politics or
not, and there are certain things that the
government in Gaza has done that I do not
agree with, but we know that Mahmoud
Abbas is not voted in as the legitimate
president of the Palestinian people, and we
know that these talking points that even the
Obama administration is repeating which
is Bush administration talking points, that
somehow there was a coup d’états and the
government in Gaza actually took over
Gaza from Fatah. We know this is complete
nonsense. We know this is nonsense, so
therefore how can there be real peace
talks?”37

In addition to defending CAIR, Walid has also had
to defend his own statements regarding the foreign
terrorist organization.
He spoke at a September 23, 2010 rally outside of Dearborn
City Hall. A local organization, the Jewish Community
Relations Council, criticized Walid’s rally comments, saying
that he called for Hamas to be invited to take part in Middle
East peace talks going on at the time.
Walid’s response when questioned by the media was, “I
didn’t even mention the word Hamas.”35

Walid didn’t say the word “Hamas” during the speech,
In January 1995, President Bill Clinton signed an
but he did directly talk about the group:
executive order designating Hamas as a terrorist
organization that threatens to “disrupt the Middle East
“Now how in the world can there be a
realistic discussion about peace talks when
peace process.”38 Yet, Walid insisted Hamas must be at
the entity which represents the elected
the table for peace talks:
government of the Palestinian people
during a fair election that was monitored by
international inspectors, including former
president Jimmy Carter is not at the peace
table?”36

“You don’t sit down with someone who is
not even the representative of the people
to sit down to make peace with the people.
This is complete rubbish.” 39

Hamas won the 2006 Palestinian elections, so when
Walid asserted that “the entity which represents the
elected government of the Palestinian people” needs to
be involved in the talks, his reference could not be to
any other party.

34. U.S. vs. Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development,
“Government Exhibit: Philadelphia Meeting 10,” (N.D. Tx. September 29, 2008), pg. 4.
35. Valeria Olander, “Dearborn rally remarks spark criticism by
Jewish group,” The Detroit News, September 3, 2010, http://www.
detnews.com/article/20100903/METRO01/9030453/1361/
Dearborn-rally-remarks-spark-criticism-by-Jewish-group (Accessed October 13, 2010).
36. Dawud Walid, Al Quds Day Rally, Dearborn, Michigan,
September 3, 2010.

In addition to arguing that Hamas must be included
in Middle East peace process talks, Walid has also
legitimized suicide bombings and downplayed the
threat of Hamas rocket fire.

37. Dawud Walid, Al Quds Day Rally, Dearborn, Michigan,
September 3, 2010.
38. “Executive Order 12947 – Prohibiting Transactions with Terrorists Who Threaten to Disrupt the Middle East Peace Process,”
January 25, 1995 http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/
legal/eo/12947.pdf (Accessed October 13, 2010).
39. Dawud Walid, Al Quds Day Rally, Dearborn, Michigan,
September 3, 2010.
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A December 2008 Associated Press article quoted the
CAIR Michigan Executive Director downplaying the
threat of Hamas rockets fired at Israel in attempting to
delegitimize Israel’s defensive attacks:
“Today’s attack - which amounts to a massacre
- was definitely a disproportionate response
to a few cheap, homemade, makeshift rockets
being fired across the border.”40

The previous year, in June of 2007, Walid was quoted
in an internet video khutbah (sermon) speaking about a
survey which found that some Muslim American youth
supported suicide bombings. Rather than condemning
the results, Walid explained them away:
“Now of course, we know as an organization
and you and I know what they’re referring
to. The youth that do agree with this [suicide
bombings] don’t believe for the most part of
doing anything in America. They’re referring
directly to what is going on overseas and the
resistance and suicide bombings going on
in Palestine, they’re not talking about doing
this here in America they’re talking about
overseas particularly in Palestine. But let me
say this to you and to remind myself. Just
because the people who oppress Muslims
take certain means and do certain things
that are totally unacceptable in our religion,
and we feel like we have no other choice but
to defend ourselves and this may be the only
choice.”41

Discrediting the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI)

A

U.S. Navy veteran, Walid identifies himself as
a supporter of U.S. law enforcement. During a
2010 CAIR banquet, Walid said:

“But to the FBI, I say – as your friend, I reiterate
to you what I’ve told you numerous times – I do
not object to the FBI coming to the front door
of our mosque…Let me also make this point
clear – we are not anti-law enforcement at
CAIR. We are pro-law enforcement at CAIR,
but we are anti-law enforcement misconduct.”42

During a 2009 radio interview Walid made sure to
add that, “the FBI should use all lawful means to get
information in regards to any possible threats that may
face this nation. There are times when informants are
needed for credible threats.” 43
Such comments stand in conflict with his frequent
accusations that the FBI is a conniving organization
out to accuse innocent Muslim Americans of terrorist
activity and the rare instances in which he accepts FBI
information at face value.44

40. “Israeli assault on Hamas kills more than 200,” Associated
Press, December 27, 2008.
41. Dawud Walid, “Khutbah Clarifying PEW Survey,” LIFE for
Relief and Development, Southfield, Michigan, June 1, 2007.

42. “Celebrating a Decade of Success,” CAIR-Michigan 10th
Anniversary Gala, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Dearborn, Michigan,
March 28, 2010.
43. Dawud Walid, Detroit Public Radio, Detroit Today, 101.9
WEET, March 23, 2009.
44. Walid condemned the failed attack by Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab on a Detroit bound airliner in December of 2009. see:
Sarah Cwiek, “Detroit Area Muslims Condemn Plane Attack,”
Michigan Radio, December 29, 2009, http://www.publicbroadcasting.net/michigan/news.newsmain/article/0/0/1593733/
Michigan.News/Detroit.Area.Muslims.Condemn.Plane.Attack
(Accessed October 15, 2010).
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Walid was quoted summing up his feelings towards
FBI investigations in a 2009 article:
“There are people of various ethnicities and
religions who have grievances against the
government, and we would hope that the
FBI would place proper focus on potential
threats ... instead of giving the appearance
that the Muslim community is public
enemy No. 1.”45

The Case of Luqman Abdullah

T

he most aggressive campaign Walid has
launched to discredit the FBI’s actions relates
to a 2009 FBI warehouse raid that ended in the
death of Detroit Imam Luqman Abdullah.
A criminal complaint charged Abdullah and ten of
his followers with conspiring to sell stolen goods. 46 It
also identified the imam as a highly placed leader of a
nationwide radical fundamentalist Sunni group which
aims to establish an Islamic state in the U.S.47
According to the complaint, Abdullah encouraged
members of the mosque, many of whom are convicted
felons, to carry a firearm, and preached that “every
Muslim should have a weapon, and should not
be scared to use their weapon when needed.” The
complaint states that members and former members
of the mosque have stated they are “willing to do
anything Abdullah instructs and/or preaches, even
45. Patrik Jonsson,“Shooting of two soldiers in Little Rock
puts focus on ‘lone wolf ’ Islamic extremists,” Christian Science
Monitor, June 11, 2009, http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Justice/2009/0611/p02s01-usju.html/%28page%29/2 (Accessed
October 14, 2010).
46. U.S. vs. Luqman Ameen Abdullah, et al., 2:09-MJ-30436,
“Criminal Complaint,” (S.D. Mich. October 27, 2009).
47. U.S. vs. Luqman Ameen Abdullah, et al., 2:09-MJ-30436,
“Criminal Complaint,” (S.D. Mich. October 27, 2009).

including criminal conduct and acts of violence.” 48
The FBI moved in to arrest Abdullah and his followers
on October 28, 2009. According to a report49 by the
Michigan office
of the Attorney
General, Abdullah
did not comply
after he and his
followers
were
given
“loud,
verbal, repetitive
commands”
to
lie down on the
ground, with their hands showing. Abdullah then fled
to a nearby semitrailer, while his followers all complied
with the commands. Agents followed Abdullah to the
trailer. Once they approached him, he laid down on his
stomach inside one of the trailers with his hands under
his body. Agents gave repeated orders to show his
hands and warned Abdullah that the FBI K-9 would
be released if he did not. The dog was then released
and began biting Abdullah’s upper body, forcing him
to roll over and reveal a handgun in his right hand. At
this point Abdullah fired three times at the dog, which
was “positioned in the same direction of the agents.”
Four FBI agents returned fire on Abdullah, shooting
him 20 times in a period of only 4 seconds. Abdullah
died immediately.50
The Attorney General report and a subsequent
Department of Justice Civil Rights Division report
concluded that the agents were justified in their actions
out of self defense.51 Both eye witnesses and the shooters
48. U.S. vs. Luqman Ameen Abdullah, et al., 2:09-MJ-30436,
“Criminal Complaint,” (S.D. Mich. October 27, 2009).
49. “Report on FBI Fatal Shooting of Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Michigan Office of the Attorney General, pgs. 5-6, hereinafter this paragraph.
50. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.13.
51. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October 13,
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stated that they feared for their lives and the lives of
others when Abdullah started shooting at the FBI K-9. 52
In a sworn statement, one of the agents present at the
scene stated that he believed Abdullah was shooting at
the K-9 handler. 53 The K-9 handler, in another sworn
statement, said that once Abdullah began shooting,
he was “focused on self-preservation and not his dog’s
safety.”54
A Department of Justice report on Abdullah’s death
noted that “none of the agents who fired his weapon
had ever been the subject of a civil rights complaint nor
had any previously fired his weapon at another person.”55
Before the Attorney General and Department of Justice
reports, Walid made many conjectures to the media as
to what may have happened during the shooting. In
some instances, he offered erroneous versions of the
events that transpired as fact—versions that questioned
the integrity of the agents, alleging excessive force and
invoking a history of police brutality in Detroit.

the FBI purports that he pulled out a handgun inside
of his coat and shot the FBI dog and upon shooting the
dog, they shot him numerous times.”56
In November 2009, Walid was quoted again speaking
about multiple dogs in the Michigan Citizen asking,
“Was Imam Abdullah forced to pull a gun on the dogs
that were attacking him? Was he lying down when he
was shot? Did the FBI agents say ‘sic em’ to the dogs?”57

Walid alleged inhumane treatment of the imam at the
time of his shooting. “Is this reality that the FBI shot
an imam 18 times and handcuffed after he shot their
DOG and didn’t point a gun at agents? Is this reality
that they shot a human being and handcuffed him
without airlifting him to the hospital but airlifted their
DOG to an animal hospital?” Walid asked on his blog.58
According to the DOJ report, it was determined that
Abdullah died instantly when shot by FBI agents and
was handled respectfully by SWAT medic agents.59 The
DOJ report notes Abdullah was handcuffed, as it is
Walid has alleged that the FBI unleashed several FBI standard procedure for the FBI to “handcuff an arrestee
K-9s on Abdullah without reason, forcing the imam to who has been shot until an official determination of
shoot one of the dogs in self-defense.
status is completed.”60
On the radio show True Talk on WMNF Tampa, Walid
told host and former CAIR official Ahmed Bedier that,
“FBI agents came in with guns drawn at that time the
gentlemen were going to lay down on the floor the FBI
released dogs, not one dog, but plural FBI canines at
which they began to attack the Imam, suffered marks
on his hands, his forearms and even on his face. Then
2010, pg.17; “Report on FBI Fatal Shooting of Luqman Ameen
Abdullah,” Michigan Office of the Attorney General, pg. 14.
52. “Report on FBI Fatal Shooting of Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Michigan Office of the Attorney General, pg. 7.
53. “Report on FBI Fatal Shooting of Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Michigan Office of the Attorney General, pg. 13.
54. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.8.
55. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.4.

CAIR-MI even hired their own pathologist to do a
second autopsy of the body. CAIR’s autopsy, which was
based only on pictures and not an exhumation of the
body, concluded that Abdullah’s jaw was broken due
to a dog attack and that marks on his arms and face
56. Dawud Walid interview by Ahmed Bedier, “True Talk,”
WMNF Tampa, April 2, 2010.
57. Diane Bukowski, “Groups seek investigation of FBI killing of
Imam,” Michigan Citizen, November 23, 2009.
58. Dawud Walid, “Imam shot 18 times & handcuffed?” Dawud
Walid Wordpress Blog, October 31, 2009, http://dawudwalid.
wordpress.com/2009/10/31/18-times-handcuffed/ (Accessed
September 8, 2010).
59. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.10.
60. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.10.
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were dog bites.61 However, the Wayne County Medical
Examiner disputed these claims.62
Walid has also claimed the FBI unjustly labeled
Abdullah a radical. During the same WMNF radio
interview mentioned above, Walid was asked if the
media played a major role in portraying Abdullah as a
radical Muslim. He responded, “In this situation I put
the primary blame on the DOJ and the FBI because
their criminal complaint and their press conference
is what helps shape how the media reports things. So
when they came out and had their press conference
they called the imam a radical, they called him that.”63

“There is a long history in our nation, in Detroit in
particular, of African American men being subjected
to unnecessary and sometimes lethal force by law
enforcement,” he said.67
According to Walid, the government has purposely
withheld information regarding the raid and Abdullah’s
death.

In September 2010, Walid challenged the FBI to release
any video footage of the raid, “I say to law enforcement
and especially to the Federal Bureau of Investigations—
if they feel they have nothing to hide, if they’re saying
the imam is this bogeyman—release the footage to the
Walid told the Baltimore Chronicle that, “The very media. It will show exactly what happened.”68
incendiary rhetoric that the FBI alleges, I never heard
that from (Abdullah). There was nothing extraordinary The DOJ report notes that the camera positioned on
about him…. I knew him as a respected imam in the the area where Abdullah fired at the FBI dog and
Muslim community…I knew him to be charitable.”64 agents returned fire was blocked by television packages
In another news article, Walid said, “There is a lot stacked on a partially loaded pallet placed by Abdullah’s
of frustration in the community. People are asking associates right before the arrest began.69
themselves ‘did he really do what they say he did?’”65
In December 2009, before the medical examiner’s
The CAIR Executive Director has even insinuated that autopsy had been released, Walid questioned why it
Abdullah’s death could be the result of police brutality wasn’t yet public. “If the autopsy is being suppressed
against African Americans. “Is this the kind of excessive to media and advocates, this would be very disturbing
force that we black Americans are all too familiar with?” indeed and will raise even more suspicion in regards to
the shooting of the imam.”70 He added, “the unfortunate
Walid asked after Abdullah’s death. 66
61. Oralandar Brand-Williams, “Independent autopsy: Dog
mauled Imam,” The Detroit News, June 2, 2010, http://www.cairmichigan.org/news/independent_autopsy__dog_mauled_imam
(Accessed September 8, 2010).
62. Niraj Warikoo, “Medical examiner defends autopsy,” Detroit
Free Press, June 16, 2010.
63. Dawud Walid interview by Ahmed Bedier, “True Talk,”
WMNF Tampa, April 2, 2010.
64. Stephen Lendman, “FBI Kills Islamic Cleric, Arrests Followers, for Being Muslims at the Wrong Time in America,” Baltimore
Chronicle, November 2, 2009, http://www.baltimorechronicle.
com/2009/110209Lendman.shtml (Accessed September 8, 2010).
65. Dan Redford, “In Michigan, questions linger over Fort Hood,
imam killings,” UPI, November 9, 2009, http://dawudwalid.
wordpress.com/2009/10/31/18-times-handcuffed/ (Accessed
September 8, 2010).
66. Stephen Lendman, “FBI Kills Islamic Cleric, Arrests Follow-

ers, for Being Muslims at the Wrong Time in America,” Baltimore
Chronicle, November 2, 2009, http://www.baltimorechronicle.
com/2009/110209Lendman.shtml (Accessed September 8, 2010).
67. Diane Bukowski, “Imam Abdullah’s family, followers and allies protest FBI raid,” Michigan Citizen, November 16, 2009.
68. Sarah Cwiek, “Nearly a year after Imam’s death, still many
more questions than answers,” Michigan Public Radio, September 3, 2010, http://www.publicbroadcasting.net/michigan/news.
newsmain/article/0/0/1696475/Michigan.Morning.Edition/
Nearly.a.year.after.Imam%27s.death..still.many.more.questions.
than.answers (Accessed September 9, 2010).
69. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.5.
70. “DPD inquiry into FBI shooting ready by Jan. 31,” Press and Guide,
December 30, 2009, http://pressandguide.com/articles/2009/12/29/
news/doc4b3a82ed6b69f996765390.txt (Accessed September 8, 2010).
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and perhaps unintended consequence is that the failure
to release the autopsy report and the very exorbitant
amount for the (autopsy photos) is raising in the minds
of some people in the community that there’s a potential
cover-up.”71
In an online interview in April 2009, Walid told the
story of what happened in the warehouse during the
raid, claiming that, “As the individuals were laying down
and as we have been told the imam was not brandishing
a firearm, dogs were let loose.” When asked if the imam
had a gun, Walid responded, “We’re not even sure if the
imam even had a gun.”72
Ballistics evidence shows that Abdullah used a 9mm
Glock that was stolen during a home invasion in
Canton, Michigan in 2005 to shoot and kill the FBI
dog. 73 Three 9mm casings were found near Abdullah
after the shooting and the remains of a 9mm bullet
were recovered from the FBI K-9.74

lead up to Abdullah’s death. When the FOIA request
was denied, CAIR filed FOIA lawsuits against the
Michigan State Police.76 Shortly afterwards, CAIR filed
additional FOIA lawsuits against the Dearborn Police
and the Detroit Police.77 Most recently, CAIR filed a
lawsuit against the Wayne County Sheriff ’s Office for
similar reasons.78 Those lawsuits are pending.
Even though the DOJ and Attorney General reports
debunked Walid’s theories about the FBI’s behavior
during the raid, Walid continues his criticism.
On October 14, 2010 Walid spoke at a press conference
responding to the Michigan Attorney General and
DOJ reports on Abdullah’s death.
“We reiterate our calls to U.S. Attorney
General Eric Holder to launch an
immediate robust investigation into the
nationwide concern regarding the misusage
of informants in mosques. We also call on
the DOJ to review current FBI protocols
regarding their usage of military-type raids
and attack K-9s in charges that do not relate
to terrorism, violent crimes or kingpin drug
charges.”79

In November 2009, CAIR sent a letter to the Department
of Justice, asking for clarification on specific issues
regarding the imam’s death including, “Whether Imam
Luqman Ameen Abdullah surrendered before the FBI
K-9 was unleashed to attack him.”75

Later that night, Walid appeared on television saying
CAIR filed Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) that, “We believe (the DOJ report) is insufficient and
requests for any information regarding the events that incomplete and that they concluded their investigation
prematurely.”
71. “DPD inquiry into FBI shooting ready by Jan. 31,” Press
and Guide, December 30, 2009, http://pressandguide.com/
articles/2009/12/29/news/doc4b3a82ed6b69f996765390.txt (Accessed September 8, 2010).
72. Fedwa Wazwaz, “Interview with Dawud Walid on the Death
of Imam Luqman,” YourVoices, April 3, 2010.
73. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.12.
74. “Report RE Death of Imam Luqman Ameen Abdullah,” Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, October
13, 2010, pg.12.
75. Dawud Walid “What letter to DOJ is inquiring,”Dawud Walid Wordpress
Blog, November 18, 2009, http://dawudwalid.wordpress.com/2009/11/18/
what-letter-to-doj-is-inquiring/ (Accessed September 8, 2010).

Walid added, “We have a situation where the four
76. “CAIR-MI Sues Sate Police for Info on Imam’s Death,”
CAIR-Michigan, August 5, 2010, http://www.cairmichigan.org/
news/press_releases/cair_mi_sues_state_police_for_info_on_
imam_s_dea (Accessed September 8, 2010).
77. “Muslim group files more suits in slain imam probe,” Associated Press, August 9, 2010, http://www.cairmichigan.org/news/
muslim_group_files_more_suits_in_slain_imam_prob (Accessed
September 8, 2010).
78. “CAIR-MI Files Suit Against Sheriff Over Info on Imam’s
Shooting,” CAIR-Michigan, October 6, 2010.
79. Dawud Walid, “Press conference regarding DOJ report on Imam
killing,” The Muslim Center, Detroit, Michigan, October 14, 2010.
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shooters are the primary witnesses to the shooting
of Imam Luqman. There is no forensic evidence to
corroborate that he had a gun to begin with. There’s
not paraffin test on his hands. There was no DNA
test on the gun. The video surveillance footage that
was in the trailer, all it shows is him standing up—
it doesn’t show a gun in his hand—and then going
down. Even if he did have a gun, we do know that dog
was basically on top of him and biting him. If he did
shoot him, it was at point blank.”80

I

September 2010 FBI Raids

thought the searches, sanctioned by a federal judge,
were unjustified. However, Walid added, “Now,
ironically, one week ago the Department of Justice
Inspector General released a report saying the FBI
had been improperly targeting and surveilling peace
activists. And we see that the FBI are attempting to
intimidate and chill the activities of peace activists
that are against the mainstream status quo in
terms of the U.S.’ policy, in terms of Palestine and
Colombia. The diminishing of the constitutional
rights of one group of people places a danger on
the rights of all Americans. That’s why I’m out here
today.”82

n late September 2010, the FBI raided the homes
The “Bronx Four”
of several individuals in Illinois and Minnesota.
Minneapolis FBI spokesman Steve Warfield
he “Bronx Four,” James Cromitie, David
explained that the warrants sought “evidence in
Williams, Onta Williams and LaGuerre
support of an ongoing Joint Terrorism Task Force
Payen, were arrested in May 2009 and
( JTTF) investigation into activities concerning the
material support of terrorism.” Dawud Walid said indicted in June on charges they plotted to attack
the following a protest against the raids in Detroit on two targets in New York: a synagogue and New
York Air National Guard Base in Newburgh.83
September 24, 2010:

T

During a radio interview after the arrests, Walid
accused the FBI of “manufacturing their own
terrorism suspects to give the appearance that
they’re actually doing something tangible in the so
called ‘War on Terrorism.’”84 The FBI is “cultivating
and inciting people towards extremism,” he said. 85

“I’m here to defend the 1st Amendment
and for the freedom of speech and of
association. The recent raids that took
place on peace activists are basically
amounting to a witch hunt to chill the 1st
amendment rights of Americans.”81

He offered no information explaining why he
80. Jonathan Oosting, “Why the slain imam controversy won’t
go away: Local Muslim leader explains lingering concerns,”
Mlive, October 15, 2010, http://www.mlive.com/news/detroit/
index.ssf/2010/10/is_it_time_to_retire_the_slain.html (Accessed October 15, 2010). Quoting Dawud Walid on FOX 2’s
“Let it Rip” on October 14, 2010.
81. Bryan G. Pfeifer, “In Detroit protesters demand: ‘FBI
off our backs, enough attacks’” FightBackNews, September
30, 2010, http://www.fightbacknews.org/2010/9/30/detroitprotesters-demand-fbi-our-backs-enough-attacks (Accessed
October 5, 2010).

82. Bryan G. Pfeifer, “In Detroit protesters demand: ‘FBI
off our backs, enough attacks’” FightBackNews, September
30, 2010, http://www.fightbacknews.org/2010/9/30/detroitprotesters-demand-fbi-our-backs-enough-attacks (Accessed
October 5, 2010).
83. U.S. vs. James Cromitie, et al., 09-CR-558, “Indictment,”
(S.D.N.Y. June 2, 2009).
84. Dawud Walid, 98.7KISSFM, NY, May 24, 2009, http://
www.4shared.com/file/109479017/85c084ee/KISS_FM_-_
Bronx_4.html.
85. Dawud Walid, 98.7KISSFM, NY, May 24, 2009, http://
www.4shared.com/file/109479017/85c084ee/KISS_FM_-_
Bronx_4.html.
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Only a few days after Walid gave the above interview,
he authored a blog post on the “Bronx Four.” In what
Walid believed to be a “so-called terror plot” he said
that the “agent provocateur was the real mastermind.”
“Three of these men were petty criminals, who were
enticed by money, not extreme ideology,” said Walid.86

war against the government of the United States.90
Four others were convicted on multiple counts.91
Several defendants were seen on tape taking
a bayat, or oath of allegiance, to al-Qaida.92
In a 2009 interview with Dawud Walid on Detroit
Public radio, Walid was asked, “Did you really think
they [FBI agents] are really trying to incite violence?”

On October 18, 2010 all four defendants were convicted
on seven counts related to the plot to bomb a New He replied:
York synagogue and shoot stinger missiles at military
planes, including attempting to use weapons of mass
“Well, I wouldn’t say incite violence, I would
destruction within the United States, attempting to
say entrap people to perhaps say things or
acquire and use anti-aircraft missiles and conspiracy
entrap people towards playing off people’s
to kill officers and employees of the United States.87
emotions to get them to do something and
Cromitie and David Williams were both convicted on
frame it in a certain way where they could
one additional count—attempting to kill officers and
then charge people. A prime example is that
employees of the United States.88
a couple of years ago there were a group of
people called, they were labeled the “Miami
7”93 down in Miami and the FBI went and
sent some informants to this organization
posing as an extremist, I mean these guys
weren’t even Muslims.”94

The “Liberty City Seven”

W

alid has argued entrapment in other cases, In another radio interview, Walid excused the actions
including that of the “Liberty City Seven.”

The “Liberty City Seven,” Narseal Batiste and six
others, were indicted for allegedly plotting to attack
the Sears Tower in Chicago and the FBI building
in North Beach, Florida.89 Two defendants were
acquitted, but Batiste was convicted on all counts
including agreeing to provide material support to alQaida, conspiring to destroy buildings and to levy
86. Dawud Walid, “Update on ‘Bronx Four’,” May 26, 2009,
http://dawudwalid.wordpress.com/2009/05/26/update-on-bronxfour/ (Accessed May 29, 2009).
87. “Four Men Found Guilty in Manhattan Federal Court of
Plotting to Bomb Synagogue and Jewish Community Center and
to Shoot Military Planes with Stinger Missiles,” Press Release,
U.S. Attorney’s Office, S.D.N.Y, October 18, 2010.
88,. Ibid.
89. One original defendant was acquitted in an initial trial,
prompting subsequent references to the “Liberty City Six” during
a later retrial.

90. U.S. vs. Narseal Batiste, et al., 06-CR-20373, “Indictment,”
(S.D.Fl. June 22, 2006).
91. “Leader of Liberty City Six Convicted on All Counts, four
others convicted on multiple counts, and one defendant acquitted
on charges of Conspiring to support al Qaeda, attack targets in
the United States,” Department of Justice Public Affairs Office,
May 12, 2009.
92. “Leader of Liberty City Six Convicted on All Counts, four others
convicted on multiple counts, and one defendant acquitted on charges
of Conspiring to support al Qaeda, attack targets in the United States,”
Department of Justice Public Affairs Office, May 12, 2009.
93. In the first trial there were seven defendants. The trial was
declared a mistrial for only six of the seven defendants. The
seventh was found not guilty of all terror conspiracy counts. Thus
the “Liberty City Six” are also referred to by some as the “Liberty
City Seven” or the “Miami 7”; “Judge Declares Mistrial for Six of
Liberty City 7: Seventh Defendant Found Not Guilty by Jury,”
WPLG Local 10, December 13, 2007, http://www.justnews.com/
news/14848243/detail.html (Accessed October 14, 2010).
94. “Dawud Walid on Detroit Public Radio discussing FBI spying on mosques and trying to “coerce” mosque-goers to become
informants,” Detroit Public Radio, Detroit Today, 101.9 WEET,
March 23, 2009.
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of the “Liberty City Seven,” instead accusing the FBI
of “going around with a Neo-COINTELPRO type of
strategy.” Of the men involved in the plot, he said, “I
mean they’re convicted felons, very hard for them to
try to get employment, be able to get a decent job…I
mean anyone with a little bit of money could go into
Appalachia Mountains around some poor white folds
and get some with mental health problems or some
substance abuse problems and offer then $25,000 to do
something.” 95 The FBI targets not only Muslims, but
African Americans, said Walid. 96
Walid’s distrust for the FBI has led him to advise U.S.
Muslims against providing information to the FBI
unless they must absolutely do so by law.
In 2007, Walid told an audience at Dix Mosque in
Dearborn that, “you still have no obligation to speak
to the FBI if they come to your home. If they come to
your workplace, even if you’re not a citizen, let’s say you
have green card, you’re here on a work visa, student visa,
you’re a legal resident even if you’re not a citizen, you are
under no obligation whatsoever if the FBI comes to you
and says – let me come and talk to you for a moment,
you have no obligation to talk with them.” 97

Indicative of Walid’s suspicion towards the FBI, he
once said that he wouldn’t be surprised if every major
U.S. Muslim organization and mosque had “agent
provocateurs and informants spying or trying to cause
disruption of organizational activities.”99

Misrepresentation Regarding 9/11
Hijackers and World Trade Center
Bombers

W

alid denied that the 9/11 hijackers were affiliated
with any U.S. mosques during an interview on
Detroit Public Radio in March of 2009:

“..moreover the 9/11 Commission Report
and terrorism experts, counterterrorism
experts have all said that the 9/11 attacks,
those attackers weren’t part of the
mainstream Muslim community and they
weren’t even affiliated with any mosque.” 100

In an April 2009 speech made in Ohio by Walid called
“Enjoining Good in Society” he said:
This statement ignores close interactions several
hijackers had with mosques and members of the
“We should not be scared of challenging
Muslim community which were detailed by the 9/11
injustices, even from the FBI. If any acts
Commission.
of extremism we think are coming in the
community, yes we should contact them. If
there’s a hate crime against Muslims or the
masjid, the masjids, yes we should contact
them. But at the same time they are not
above reproach.”98

Two of the 9/11 hijackers, Khalid al-Mihdhar and Nawaf
al-Hazmi, had close ties with members of the Islamic
Center of San Diego.101 In fact,mosque members helped the

95. Dawud Walid, 98.7KISSFM, NY, May 24, 2009, http://www.4shared.
com/file/109479017/85c084ee/KISS_FM_-_Bronx_4.html.
96. Dawud Walid, 98.7KISSFM, NY, May 24, 2009, http://www.4shared.
com/file/109479017/85c084ee/KISS_FM_-_Bronx_4.html.
97. Dawud Walid, “Know Your Rights,” Dix Mosque, Dearborn,
Michigan, June 17, 2007.
98. Dawud Walid, “Enjoining Good in Society,” Toledo, Ohio,
April 3, 2009.

99. Richard B. Muhammad, Ashahed M. Muhammad and Askia
Muhammad, “Nation of Islam Targeted by Homeland Security,”
Final Call, December 24, 2009, http://www.finalcall.com/artman/
publish/National_News_2/article_6682.shtml (Accessed October
13, 2010).
100. Dawud Walid, Detroit Public Radio, Detroit Today, 101.9
WEET, March 23, 2009.
101. Sarah Downey and Michael Hirsh, “A Safe Haven?” Newsweek, September 30, 2002.
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two men find an apartment in San Diego,102 obtain Social
Security numbers103 and driver’s licenses,104 buy a car105 and
obtain funds from Khalid Sheikh Mohammed’s nephew
through the Islamic Center of San Diego administrator’s
bank account.106 Khalid al-Mihdhar and Nawaf AlHazmi also attended Rabat Mosque in California mosque
where they met Omar Bakarbashat, who was retained as
a material witness in the 9/11 Commission investigation
and later deported.107 An Imam at this mosque in 2000,
Anwar Al-Awlaki, is considered an important contact for
the two 9/11 hijackers.108
Additionally 9/11 hijackers had close ties to mosques
even when they were not “affiliated” which gave them
resources and influenced their thinking. Ramzi Yousef,
the future mastermind of the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing carried a fake identification provided by Al
Bunyan Islamic Information Centre (AIIC) in Tucson
when detained at an airport in 1992.109 The post office
box number given on their badges for the Al Bunyan
Center was the same as that on the letterhead of Islamic
Society of Tucson’s Al Kifah Refugee Center.110 9/11
102. National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United
States, The 9/11 Commission Report: Final Report of the National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States (New York:
Norton 2004), pg. 219.
103. Sarah Downey and Michael Hirsh, “A Safe Haven?” Newsweek, September 30, 2002.
104. Sarah Downey and Michael Hirsh, “A Safe Haven?” Newsweek, September 30, 2002.
105. Sarah Downey and Michael Hirsh, “A Safe Haven?” Newsweek, September 30, 2002. ; See also The 9/11 Commission Report,
Chapter 7: The Attack Looms, N.29.
106. The 9/11 Commission Report, Chapter 7: The Attack Looms,
“The Move to San Diego,” pg.220.
107. The 9/11 Commission Report, Chapter 7: The Attack Looms,
“The Move to San Diego,” pgs. 218-221.
108. The 9/11 Commission Report, Chapter 7: The Attack Looms,
“Travels in early 2001,” pgs., 229-230.
109. U.S. vs. Ramzi Ahmed Yousef, et al. S12 93 CR 180, “Government Exhibit 2849-1-Al-Bunyan Information Centre ID Card
for Ramzi Yousef,” (S.D.N.Y.1997).
110. U.S. vs. Ramzi Ahmed Yousef, et al. S12 93 CR 180, “Government Exhibit 2849-1-Al-Bunyan Information Centre ID Card
for Ramzi Yousef,” (S.D.N.Y.1997).; Alkifah Refugee Center, Inc.
Letterhead, P.O. Box 44149, Tucson, AZ 85733.

associate Rayed Abdullah lived and trained with 9/11
pilot Hani Hanjour. Reportedly, Abdullah had been
giving extremist speeches at the Islamic Cultural Center
in Arizona.111
During a 2009 radio interview Walid first said that
“Christians who are white have been the biggest
domestic terrorists” in the United States. 112 He then
claimed that:
“There has never been a terrorism attack
committed by an American Muslim and
Muslims in America know this. There has
never been one terrorist attack that has been
launched in the United States of America
that was committed by a Muslim who’s an
American citizen. That’s very important for
your listeners to understand.”113

However, some of the individuals convicted for their
roles in the 1993 World Trade Center bombings were
U.S. citizens. For example, El Sayyid Nosair, Nidal A.
Ayyad, Clement Hampton-El and Victor Alvarez were
all U.S. citizens at the time they tried to commit acts of
terrorism. Nosair married a U.S. citizen in 1982 and was
naturalized in 1989.114 In March 1991, Ayyad became
a naturalized U.S. citizen.115 Clement Hampton-El and
Victor Alvarez were both born in the United States.116
111. The 9/11 Commission Report, Notes to Chapter 7: The Attack
Looms, N.59 pg. 521.
112. Dawud Walid, 98.7KISSFM, NY, May 24, 2009, http://
www.4shared.com/file/109479017/85c084ee/KISS_FM_-_
Bronx_4.html.
113. Dawud Walid, 98.7KISSFM, NY, May 24, 2009, http://
www.4shared.com/file/109479017/85c084ee/KISS_FM_-_
Bronx_4.html.
114. 9/11 and Terrorist Travel: Staff Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, August 21,
2004, http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/staff_statements/911_
TerrTrav_Monograph.pdf (Accessed October 15, 2010) pg. 49.
115. 9/11 and Terrorist Travel: Staff Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, August 21,
2004, http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/staff_statements/911_
TerrTrav_Monograph.pdf (Accessed October 15, 2010) pg. 219.
116. “The Terror Conspiracy: A Closer Look; Terrorism Trial
End in Convictions,” The New York Times, October 2, 1995.
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Nosair, Hampton-El and Alvarez were convicted in
relation to a “wide-ranging plot to conduct a campaign
of urban terrorism,” including the 1993 World Trade
Center Bombing. 117 Nosair was convicted on multiple
counts, including seditious conspiracy, two counts of
attempted murder, one count of murder in furtherance
of a racketeering enterprise, attempted murder of a
federal officer and three counts of use of a firearm in
relation to a crime of violence.118 Hampton-El was
convicted of seditious conspiracy, bombing conspiracy
and attempted bombing.119 Alvarez was convicted of
seditious conspiracy, bombing conspiracy, attempted
bombing and charges involving interstate transportation.

120

In a separate trial, Ayyad was convicted on nine counts in
relation to the World Trade Center bombings including
explosives and firearms charges and conspiracy to
defraud the United States.121

117. U.S. vs. Rahman, 189 F.3d 88, (2nd Cir. August 16, 1999) pg.10.
118. U.S. vs. Rahman, 189 F.3d 88, (2nd Cir. August 16, 1999).
119. U.S. vs. Rahman, 189 F.3d 88, (2nd Cir. August 16, 1999).
120. U.S. vs. Rahman, 189 F.3d 88, (2nd Cir. August 16, 1999).
121. U.S. vs. Mohammad A. Salameh, et al., 93-CR-180, “Trial
Transcript,” (S.D.N.Y. March 4, 1994).; U.S. vs. Mohammad A.
Salameh, et al., 93-CR-180, “Docket Report,” (S.D.N.Y).
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